Reproducibility of spirometrically controlled CT lung densitometry in a clinical setting.
The aim of this study was to assess the reproducibility of quantitative, spirometrically gated computed tomographic (CT) lung densitometry at defined levels of inspiration in hospitalized patients. On two consecutive days, spirometrically gated CT sections were obtained from 20 hospitalized patients at 5 cm above and 5 cm below the carina, and at 90 and 10% of the vital capacity (VC). The mean, modal and median lung densities were calculated, the cut-off points of the frequency distribution of Hounsfield units (HU) defining the lowest and the highest 10th percentile, as well as the histogram full width at half maximum. The lung density parameters of corresponding CT sections of both studies were compared. Reproducibility was expressed as the standard deviation of the signed difference between the results of Day 1 and Day 2 divided by the square root of 2. Reproducibility data were correlated with results of airflow limitation. At 90% VC, reproducibility was of the order of 3-14 HU in both lung zones. At 10% VC, reproducibility was worse by approximately a factor of three. No relationship was found between reproducibility and results of airflow limitation. In conclusion, objective measurement of lung density at spirometrically controlled levels of inspiration is a reproducible method in assessing pulmonary density. Reproducibility of lung density measurements is not influenced by severe respiratory insufficiency. The most reproducible computed tomographic lung density measurements can be obtained at 90% vital capacity.